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1.1 Introduction
Interviewer-administered surveys are a primary method of collecting information from populations across the United States and the
world. Various types of interviewer-administered surveys exist,
Published in Interviewer Effects from a Total Survey Error Perspective, ed. Kristen Olson,
Jolene D. Smyth, Jennifer Dykema, Allyson L. Holbrook, Frauke Kreuter, and Brady T. West
(2020), Boca Raton: CRC Press, pp. 3-15.
Copyright © 2020 Taylor & Francis Group, LLC. Used by permission.
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including large-scale government surveys that monitor populations
(e.g., the Current Population Survey), surveys used by the academic
community to understand what people think and do (e.g., the General Social Survey), and surveys designed to gauge public opinion
at a particular time point (e.g., the Gallup Daily Tracking Poll). Interviewers participate in these data collection efforts in a multitude of ways, including creating lists of housing units for sampling,
persuading sampled units to participate, and administering survey
questions (Morton-Williams 1993). In an increasing number of surveys, interviewers are also tasked with collecting blood, saliva, and
other biomeasures, and asking survey respondents for consent to
link survey data to administrative records (Sakshaug 2013). Interviewers are also used in mixed mode surveys to recruit and interview non respondents after less expensive modes like mail and web
have failed (e.g., the American Community Survey and the Agricultural Resource Management Survey; de Leeuw 2005; Dillman, Smyth
and Christian 2014; Olson et al. 2019). In completing these varied
tasks, interviewers affect survey costs and coverage, nonresponse,
measurement, and processing errors (Schaeffer, Dykema and Maynard 2010; West and Blom 2017).
Errors introduced by interviewers can take the form of bias or
variance. Early research found that interviewers vary in how they
administer survey questions and that their effects were similar to
sample clusters in both face-to-face (Hansen, Hurwitz and Bershad
1961; Kish 1962) and telephone surveys (Groves and Magilavy 1986;
Mathiowetz and Cannell 1980). In particular, similar to a design effect for cluster samples, interviewers increase the variance of an
estimated mean as a function of their average workload (b) and the
intra-interviewer correlation (IIC) (the degree of within-interviewer
—
correlation in measurements): 1 + ( b – 1) IIC. IIC values range from
very small (0.001) to large (0.20) and larger (Elliott and West 2015;
Groves and Magilavy 1986; O’Muircheartaigh and Campanelli 1998),
with median values typically below 0.02. Given an IIC of 0.02 and
a workload of 50 interviews per interviewer, the variance of an estimated mean is almost doubled and standard errors are increased
by 40%. Thus, a fundamental goal of research on interviewers is
understanding what contributes to (and how to minimize) the IIC.
Even if the IIC is small, interviewer characteristics and behaviors
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can still bias responses. Interviewer sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., sex, race, age, education), personality traits, experience, attitudes and expectations, or even the paralinguistic qualities of their
voices may be associated with responses to survey questions or indicators of survey error (e.g., an indicator of a sampled unit responding
to a survey request; Schaeffer et al. 2018). Inasmuch as these are fixed
characteristics of interviewers, they typically bias estimates. In addition, research based on coding information about the interviewer-respondent interaction shows that interviewers’ behaviors such as misreading questions, probing directively, and acting non-neutrally may
affect respondents’ behaviors and survey error (e.g., Fowler 2011; Ongena and Dijkstra 2006).
The goal of the Interviewers and Their Effects from a Total Survey
Error Perspective Workshop in February 2019 was to convene an international group of leading academic, government, and industry researchers and practitioners to discuss methods, practical insights, and
research findings on interviewers. Specifically, the workshop aimed to
(1) synthesize and expand knowledge about the impacts of interviewers on multiple error sources, (2) evaluate study design and estimation approaches for studying interviewer effects, and (3) produce an
agenda for future studies of interviewers. After two days of presentations and posters, workshop participants spent the third day discussing and identifying areas where more work is needed. This chapter
introduces an edited volume consisting of chapters written by workshop participants. In order to do so, we first provide an overview of
research and practice related to interviewers at different stages of
the survey process. Second, we situate the chapters from this volume
within the existing literature. Finally, we identify areas for future research that arose from the third day of focused discussion.

2 Training, Managing, and Monitoring Interviewers
Standardized interviewing aims to limit the effect of the interviewer
on the resultant survey data. Although standardized interviews are
the gold standard, a strict implementation of standardization may not
exist in practice because “standardized” interviewer training, monitoring, and feedback systems vary widely across survey organizations
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(Vitema and Maynard 2002). Standardized interviewing commonly includes asking questions exactly as written, recording answers as provided, following up inadequate answers nondirectively, and acknowledging adequate answers (Fowler and Mangione 1990). Yet some of
the central tenants of standardized interviewing- including reading
questions verbatim - are inadequately operationalized in actual training materials. Additionally, survey practitioners often make decisions
about interviewer training with little to no empirical evidence regarding effectiveness. Furthermore, there has been almost no update to
standardized training philosophy or materials since Fowler and Mangione’s (1990) canonical volume. In Chapter 3, Schaeffer et al. tackle
this important issue, updating basic training of General Interviewing Techniques for question administration based on decades of research on interviewer-respondent interaction and survey practice.
Among other things, their update tackles thorny issues of how to recognize a codable answer for different question types (thus acknowledging the critical role of characteristics of survey questions in determining what makes an answer codable), how to maintain respondent
engagement, and what common conversational practices can be allowed in the interview.
While studies of interviewers and their effects often have implications for survey operations, it was clear during the workshop that this
research has not been fully adopted by survey organizations. We have
few recent descriptions of how survey organizations select, train, and
monitor survey interviewers, especially for smaller survey organizations. Yet many operational concerns are researchable, and such research could yield both theoretical and practical insights. Miller and
Mathiowetz (Chapter 2) describe how Charlie Cannell’s seminal work
expanded theoretical insights into interviewer-respondent interaction,
how this interaction can positively or negatively affect data quality,
and what kind of practical training methods may address these concerns. Unfortunately, few studies have systematically examined properties of interviewer training protocols. While Daikeler and Bosnjak’s
(Chapter 4) meta-analysis of interviewer training includes many studies on training efficacy for avoiding refusals, few studies evaluate
training efficacy for administering survey questions. The workshop
identified many areas for research on recruiting, training, and monitoring interviewers, including how to identify successful interviewers
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from a pool of applicants, how the pool of interviewers has changed
over time and across modes of data collection, and the influence of
the supervisor on the interviewer. Future research is also needed to
address the mix of training that should be devoted to skill development, to shaping interviewer perceptions about their tasks, what combination of in-person and online methods are best for delivering content, the optimal length of training for different aspects of the survey
process, and interviewer training when standardization is difficult to
maintain.
Many have questioned the utility of standardization, particularly
for sensitive, complicated, or difficult questions or questionnaires
(e.g., Conrad and Schober 2000; Maynard et al. 2002; Schaeffer 1991;
Schober and Conrad 1997; Suchman and Jordan 1990). Interviewers
often break from standardization on these types of items and questionnaires. Based on qualitative in-depth interviews with survey interviewers and their reactions to vignettes, Kaplan and Yu (Chapter 5)
describe interviewers’ approaches to administering sensitive and difficult questions, providing unique insights into why deviations from
standardization occur. Innovations in technology, increased computing
resources in the field, and hands-on monitoring of interviewers using
paradata have dramatically changed how we monitor and train interviewers, particularly for in-person interviewing (e.g., Edwards, Maitland and Connor 2017; Olson and Wagner 2015). Edwards, Sun, and
Hubbard (Chapter 6) report on an attempt to intervene in real time
when interviewers break from standardization for difficult questions
as detected via monitoring using computer-assisted recorded interviewing (CARI). These two chapters highlight the need to train interviewers on follow-up methods such as probing and clarification, and
the value of reinforcing this training through real-time monitoring.
Throughout the workshop, participants echoed the need for more information on how survey organizations monitor and provide feedback
to interviewers and what methods are most efficacious for in-person
and telephone interviews.
Although in-depth interviews and CARI recordings provide unique
insights into interviewers’ behavior during the survey data collection
process, many organizations lack resources to conduct such studies
and instead use paradata and interviewer observations to evaluate
the survey process after data collection is finished. Schwanhauser
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et al. (Chapter 7) use paradata on interview duration and indicators
from the survey data to detect potential falsification by interviewers;
this study is unique in that the interviewer-level falsification indicators are compared to data from the field that identified three actual
falsifiers, revealing where the statistical analysis-based falsification
indicators help to identify problems and where they fail. West et al.
(Chapter 8) use data from two large surveys to assess whether postsurvey interviewer observations about the survey process are associated with indicators of measurement error. The sets of observations
that are most important to collect for monitoring and evaluation purposes were difficult to discern given the tremendous heterogeneity in
the types of survey questions asked and observations collected across
studies. More work is needed to align these observations across survey organizations, to facilitate replication of effects and potentially
benefit secondary data users.

3 Interviewer Effects Across Contexts and Modes
The survey context also matters. Although interviewers are instructed
to conduct interviews in private, many interviews are conducted in
the presence of known others, violating respondents’ need for privacy
when reporting about sensitive topics (Mneimneh et al. 2015). In community-based studies where in-community interviewers are recruited
who may know the respondent personally, these effects may be amplified. Alternatively, third-party presence may facilitate recall when
questions are particularly difficult. Mneimneh, de Jong, and Altwaijri
(Chapter 9) examine whether conducting an interview with various
family or non-family members present affects reports of health behaviors and attitudes in the in-person Saudi National Mental Health Survey. Habecker and Ivanich (Chapter 10) examine how youth’s reports
of internalizing and externalizing behaviors and other sensitive topics are affected when the youth are interviewed by a member of the
community who is known to them in a community-based participatory
research study in an American Indian community. Combined, these
studies reveal the need for more research into interview privacy and
the importance of interviewer training on how to maximize privacy.
Additionally, the mode and/or device for the interview - in-person,
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landline phone, cellular phone, or audio computer-assisted self-interviewing; and interviewer input into a desktop or laptop, tablet, or
smartphone - provides important context and potential for variation
in interviewer-related errors (e.g., Childs and Landreth 2006; Timbrook, Smyth and Olson 2018). Notably, the mode or device for the
interaction changes the nature of the interaction between interviewers and respondents. In Chapter 12, Ongena and Haan examine differences in the interviewer-respondent interaction across telephone
and in-person interviews; in Chapter 13, Schober et al. examine differences in interviewer-respondent interaction across voice and text
message-based interviews. Conrad et al. (Chapter 11) replace human
interviewers with avatars, examining race-of-interviewer effects when
the interviewer is virtual, but their voice is that of an audio-recorded
human. These chapters raise important questions about interviewing: Are there contexts in which the presence of the interviewer (live
or otherwise) is an important feature of the surveyor where tasks are
critical for the interviewer to consider? Can virtual interviewers provide some of the benefits of live interviewers while minimizing interviewer error? Are text message-based interviews or avatars particularly beneficial for specific populations?

4 Interviewers and Nonresponse
While most of the research identified above focuses on measurement
error, interviewers affect other error sources. For example, interviewers’ nonresponse rates vary extensively (e.g., Campanelli, Sturgis and
Purdon 1997; Groves and Couper 1998) - due to both heuristic cues
from their voices (e.g., Groves et al. 2008; Schaeffer et al. 2018) and
their behaviors during the recruitment interaction (e.g., Couper and
Groves 2002; Schaeffer et al. 2013) - and substantially contribute to
nonresponse error variance (e.g., West, Kreuter and Jaenichen 2013;
West and Olson 2010). Interviewer flexibility and tailoring have been
linked to successful recruitment, although there are only limited examples of how tailoring is operationalized (e.g., Groves and Couper
1998). Research about tailoring generally relies on interviewer reports
with measures that vary across studies. To address this, AckermannPiek, Korbmacher, and Krieger (Chapter 14) predict survey contact
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and cooperation with the same set of covariates across four different
studies conducted by the same survey organization. Because they find
little replication in associations between the covariates and the nonresponse outcomes across studies, they emphasize the importance of
real-time monitoring of interviewers.
Interviewer flexibility may not always be a good thing. In Chapter
15, Wescott discusses a case management model for a telephone survey in which interviewers “own” cases and make their own decisions
about when to call cases. While interviewers report being more satisfied with the autonomy afforded by the case management model,
the model yields lower productivity than using a call scheduler. More
work is needed to understand how interviewer autonomy and insights
from a field data collection approach may be integrated into a telephone survey organization to increase interviewer engagement and
ultimately retain interviewers.
Survey interviews increasingly ask respondents to provide blood,
saliva, urine, or other biomeasures or for permission to link their survey data to administrative data (e.g., Jaszczak, Lundeen and Smith
2009; Sakshaug 2013; Sakshaug et al. 2012). In Chapter 16, Pashazadeh, Cernat, and Sakshaug use nurse characteristics and paradata to
predict different stages of nonresponse for nurses’ attempts to collect
biomeasures for a general population survey. These stages—participating in the nurse visit, consenting to a blood sample, and obtaining
a blood sample—reveal substantial variation in the nonresponse outcomes related to the nurses, and that the predictors of nonresponse
vary across the stages. This work and additional workshop discussion
suggest that we need more research on the antecedents and consequences of interviewer variation in the ability to successfully collect
auxiliary measures.

5 Interviewer Pace and Behaviors
Four chapters examine interview pace and behaviors. Holbrook et
al. (Chapter 17) test what interviewer and question characteristics
predict interviewer reading speed (IRS) and what effect IRS has on
response latencies and indicators of respondent comprehension and
mapping difficulties. Garbarski et al. (Chapter 18) examine how the
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time taken to administer and answer questions is associated with interviewer, respondent, and question characteristics. Kelley (Chapter
19) examines how well question administration time thresholds generated from timing paradata can be used to identify question misreadings, testing three methods of setting thresholds. Olson and Smyth
(Chapter 20) address the longstanding finding that interviews get
faster later in the field period by examining changes in interviewers’
behaviors over time.
Although the studies ostensibly examine the same phenomenon
—pace—their conceptualizations and operationalizations vary (e.g.,
interview duration, question duration, interviewer speaking time
or speed, response latencies, words per second, and questions per
minute; see also Chapter 21, in which Dahlhamer et al. use average number of seconds per question across a questionnaire). Other
studies examining pace use behavior or interaction coding to examine interviewer and respondent behaviors (e.g., Fowler 2011; Ongena and Dijkstra 2006), producing evidence of similar variation in
how behavior coding is implemented (from live interviews, recordings, or transcripts, and focused on respondents, interviewers, or
both) and the variety of operational and analytical decisions often
made in such research. Such decisions include assigning codes at the
question level or the conversational turn level (Olson and Parkhurst
2013); coding the entire questionnaire or a subset of items (e.g., see
review in Ongena and Dijkstra 2006); using codes individually (e.g.,
Fowler 2011; Mathiowetz and Cannell 1980) or in combination (e.g.,
to measure rapport as in Garbarski, Schaeffer, and Dykema 2016);
examining behaviors when they initially occur or at any point during the question-answer interaction; examining behaviors individually or sequentially; and dealing with overlapping speech, interruptions, and other normal conversational events. Even simple issues
of how many interviews to code and (acceptable) reliability of the
codes vary across studies.
Despite this heterogeneity, there are common patterns observed
across these studies. First, interviewers speed up with more experience (Holbrook et al., Chapter 17; Garbarski et al., Chapter 18; Olson
and Smyth, Chapter 20; Olson and Bilgen 2011; Olson and Peytchev
2007). Second, question characteristics drive this phenomenon. Figure 1 shows the percent of variance in question duration attributable
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Figure 1 Variance in question duration due to interviewers, respondents, and
questions.

to interviewers, respondents, and questions across multiple studies
with question-level duration as the outcome. Some models are estimated as three-level multilevel models, so the residual variance accounts for question- level variation. Other models are estimated as
cross-classified models, where question- level variation is explicitly estimated as part of the model. Across these four studies, interviewer- and respondent-level variation is small and the questionlevel (or residual that incorporates questions) variation is large.
There is a consistent tendency for longer questions and questions
written at higher grade levels to have longer durations (e.g., Garbarski et al. Chapter 18; Couper and Kreuter 2013; Olson and Smyth
2015). Yet other question characteristics, including question placement, question sensitivity, type of question (attitude, factual knowledge), response option format, presence of definitions, emphasis, instructions, parentheticals, battery items, and measures from survey
evaluation tools such as QUAID (Graesser et al. 2006) or SQP (Saris
and Gallhofer 2007), are inconsistently parameterized or have inconsistent associations with duration. Pace reflects interviewer behaviors and influences respondent behaviors, although understanding
the mechanisms for these connections still requires more work. One
clear direction from the workshop for future research was to identify
a common set of dependent variables related to pace and behaviors, a
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common set of question characteristics, and a common set of respondent and interviewer characteristics, parameterize these identically,
and evaluate whether this standardization “solves” some of the inconsistencies across these different observational studies. In addition,
with advances in text analysis and searches, the relative cost and error trade-offs of human coders versus computer coding for this type
of research is also of interest.

6 Estimating Interviewer Effects
Given the nesting of respondents within interviewers, following Kish’s
ANOVA-based model (Kish 1962), hierarchical or random effects models have long been used for the study of interviewer effects (e.g., Dijkstra 1983; Hox 1994; O’Muircheartaigh and Campanelli 1998). Recent
applications of hierarchical models expand the complexity of these
models, including hierarchical cross-classified random effects models to study how properties of survey questions themselves may affect and be affected by interviewers (e.g., Couper and Kreuter 2013;
Holbrook et al. 2016; Olson and Smyth 2015) or to separately estimate
area effects from interviewer effects (e.g., O’Muircheartaigh and Campanelli 1998, 1999).
Multilevel models are flexible and can be used to infer whether interviewer effects differ across subgroups of items, respondents, and
interviewers. In Chapter 21, Dahlhamer et al. use cross-classified multilevel models to disentangle area effects from interviewer effects on
over 100 outcomes in the National Health Interview Survey. They
then meta-analyze these interviewer effects across question and interviewer characteristics, finding that longer questions and those with
higher reading levels have larger interviewer effects, as do questions
on more complex and difficult topics. Interviewers who administer
questions at a faster pace also have larger interviewer effects than
those who administer questions at a slower pace. Similarly, Loosveldt
and Wuyts (Chapter 22) use two-level random effects models to examine interviewer effects on 14 questions from the European Social Survey across subgroups of respondents defined by education in multiple
countries, comparing two analytic approaches to estimating these effects. Similar to Dahlhamer et al., Loosveldt and Wuyts meta-analyze
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interviewer effects across education subgroups, finding consistently
larger interviewer effects for the low education group.
Other methods exist for testing systematic differences in interviewer variance across independent groups of interviewers. In Chapter
23, West reviews design decisions needed to compare interviewer variance components across two groups of interviewers, using a unique
study in Germany comparing standardized and conversational approaches to interviewing as an example. From allocation of interviewers to conditions to power analyses to analytic decisions, this
comprehensive review of the decisions needed to effectively design
and analyze an experiment on interviewers yields easy-to-follow and
practical insights into these complicated designs.

7 Closing Thoughts
Survey research is adaptive, as reflected by the content and range of
chapters in this volume. Even though interviewers have been central to data gathered to understand society since the beginning of
survey research, we know surprisingly little about them. Namely,
what interviewer characteristics exist across studies and across organizations, how interviewers perceive their job, and how we can
recruit and retain high-quality interviewing staff. Yet these are important issues - interviewers can do a lot of harm to survey data if
they try to do so (Chapter 7) but also inadvertently introduce error
into data even when they are attempting to follow their training. Understanding the challenges and constraints interviewers face will facilitate understanding the mechanisms underlying interviewer-related survey errors.
Most of the chapters in this volume use observational data. Observational research is constrained by the data that a research team has
available. Through the workshop and studies featured in this volume,
we have the opportunity to refine our conceptualizations and operationalizations and create more consistency across operational implementations and research studies. Examples of key concepts/topics
that would benefit from a shared set of definitions include “conversational interviewing,” “standardized interviewing,” “interviewer effects,” “interviewer experience,” “interview(er) pace,” and “question
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characteristics” (and the types therein).
More work is needed to examine interviewers cross-nationally. In
some countries, a more flexible form of interviewing is standard practice. How this relates to “conversational interviewing” in United States
nomenclature (e.g., Conrad and Schober 2000), as well as the concomitant effects on survey data, are unknown. The heterogeneity in
interviewer-related variance across countries (Loosveldt and Wuyts,
Chapter 22) reveals the need for understanding interviewing practice,
monitoring, and supervision in a multinational context. This volume
contains many studies conducted outside of the United States (e.g.,
Chapters 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 22, and 23). Yet a deep understanding of how interviewers operate in different contexts is an area for
future research.
As researchers and practitioners, we call on survey organizations
to make information on interviewers available in public-use analytic
data files. Table 1 contains a list of concepts that workshop participants considered important to examine and include in future research
studies. At the bare minimum, an anonymized interviewer ID variable
on data files would allow analysts to estimate interviewer variance
components. Additional data on interviewers, extending beyond simply demographics and experience, would facilitate understanding the
mechanisms by which interviewers affect survey data. At the interviewer level, these include measures of work productivity and quality, measures of how thinly spread the interviewer is across multiple
projects and/or organizations, attitudinal and expectation measures
from the interviewers themselves about their job, as well as measures from field performance. At the study or organizational level, information about the amount, type, and content of interviewer training as well as details about the supervision and monitoring practices
and feedback provided to interviewers from supervisors or monitors
would greatly enhance studies of interviewer effects. Detailed information about the content of general interviewing techniques training
versus study-specific training also would provide insights into how
these individual decisions cumulate to affect survey errors related to
interviewers. Some of this information could be included in methodology reports. Although many organizations may consider information
about training, supervision, and monitoring to be proprietary, more
complete disclosure is certainly needed to understand these rarely
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Table 1 A List of Recommended Information About Interviewers to Include in Publicuse Data Files and Methodology Reports
Interviewer ID
Interviewer characteristics
Demographics (gender, race, age, educational status)
Personality assessments
Experience (within survey, within organization, across organizations)
Certification test scores
Number of other jobs they are currently working
Performance metrics and problems on other studies
Ever been fired for other performance issues on other studies
Number of hours work on other studies
Interviewer expectation and attitudinal measures
Ratings of the importance of a completed interview
Ratings of the importance of obtaining high-quality data
Description of how sensitive and difficult questions are approached
Ratings of other variables related to job satisfaction and engagement
Interviewing training variables
Content of training and training methods (e.g., round-robin, type and content
of at-home study, hours/days of training by topic)
Participation in any specialized training (e.g., for refusal avoidance)
Number of trainings attended
Interview process variables
Sanitized post-survey observations
Number of other projects interviewers involved in current project worked on
during current project
Whether and how interviewers were matched to respondents
Measures of field performance, including ICC information for variables
Adaptive design features and implementation
Interviewers’ notes about survey questions
Organization and study-specific characteristics
Information on recruiting, hiring, training, and attrition
Monitoring, feedback, and falsification detection activities
Description of the supervisory structure of the interviewer corps, e.g., number
of interviewers per supervisor
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studied, yet critically important, survey practices.
Finally, dissemination and integration of research on interviewers
into survey practice is hard. Many new practices may face cultural opposition at organizations simply because it is not the way that work
has been done in the past. Clients, survey project managers, and supervisors are often risk averse to trying something new, even if integrating recommendations based on research can improve survey practice. Furthermore, most survey field professionals do not have time to
read the latest research, and survey methodologists are often disconnected from field operations. These factors conspire to make translation of research into practice difficult.
We suggest a few ways forward. First, many professional association meetings contain both survey field professionals and methodological researchers. Carving out space for these two disparate groups to
discuss mutually interesting problems can facilitate research translating into practice and practice informing research questions. For several years the Midwest Association for Public Opinion Research has
sponsored a workgroup in which researchers and practitioners talk
about important topics on interviewers. In 2019, the discussion focused on interviewer training, for instance. Second, methodologists
who work at organizations with survey shops or who contract for research with survey shops are well positioned for translation of research. Seminars or brown bag discussions with senior field managers at the organizations that collected the survey data about findings
related to practice could inspire some changes in survey practice that
would improve data quality. Furthermore, recognizing contributions
other than simply research articles - for instance, data being available
in the public domain, availability of code, availability of interviewer
debriefing reports - or short articles that provide case studies of survey practices that worked or did not work would ease translation of
work from one research team to another. Although these are hard, we
think they are worthwhile future pursuits.
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